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By combining multiple electron coincidence detection with ionization by synchrotron radiation, we
have obtained resolved spectra of the OCS3+ ion created through the double Auger effect. The form
of the spectra depends critically on the identity of the atom bearing the initial hole. High and
intermediate level electron structure calculations lead to an assignment of the resolved spectrum
from ionization via the S 2p hole. From the analysis it appears that the double Auger effect from
closed shell molecules favors formation of doublet states over quartet states. Molecular field effects
in the double Auger effect are similar to those in the single Auger effect in linear molecules. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3274648�

I. INTRODUCTION

The triply charged ion OCS3+ is known to be stable on
the mass spectrometer time scale of a few microseconds.1 Its
spectrum is entirely unknown but is expected to be complex
with a high density of electronic states. In this paper we
report triple ionization spectra of the molecule obtained by
coincidence methods combined with the use of synchrotron
radiation to initiate double Auger decays from inner shell
holes located on the different atoms.

In the double Auger process, decay of an excited singly
charged ion with an inner shell hole causes emission of two
further electrons. One outer electron falls into the hole, re-
leasing more than sufficient energy for ejection of one, two,
or even more outer electrons. In the single Auger process,
where only one new electron is ejected, the Auger electron
has a definite energy corresponding to the difference in en-
ergy between the initial hole and the final doubly charged ion
state. Spectra of molecular doubly charged ions have been
known for many years from study of Auger electron spectra.
In double Auger, by contrast, the two Auger electrons share
the available excess energy, dividing it between them with a
distribution, which is in principle unknown. Recent coinci-
dence studies of the double Auger effect in atoms2–5 have
shown that both “direct” and “cascade” pathways exist, giv-
ing continuous and discrete electron distributions, respec-
tively. Cascade pathways involve the formation of interme-
diate doubly ionized states with quantized energies and
measurable widths �lifetimes�. In double Auger, as in single
Auger spectroscopy, the broadening effect of the width of the
hole states can be eliminated by coincidence measurement of

the energies of all the emitted electrons, both primary �pho-
toelectrons� and secondary �Auger electrons�.6,7

To characterize and where possible to identify the states
of the molecular triply charged ions OCS3+ revealed in the
spectra, we have carried out both simple and high level quan-
tum chemical calculations. As for all doubly charged mo-
lecular ions8 including the related case of OCS2+ dication,9

accurate energy calculations require full accounting for elec-
tron correlation, as many of the states have strongly mixed
electron configurations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Experimental methods

To obtain spectra of the triply charged ions, we measure,
in coincidence, the energies of all three electrons and in
some experiments also the parent ions created in photoion-
ization by the double Auger effect. This is done using a mag-
netic bottle time-of-flight �TOF� analyzer installed on the
soft-x-ray undulator beamline U49/2 PGM2 at the electron
storage ring BESSY-II in Berlin. The accessible photon en-
ergies at this beamline range from 85 to over 1000 eV, en-
compassing the inner shell energies of C �1s�, O �1s�, and S
�2s and 2p�.

The magnetic bottle spectrometer has been described
before.10 Briefly, ionization occurs where the light beam
crosses the effusive target gas jet from a hollow needle of 1
mm internal diameter. This source is located within the
strongly divergent magnetic field �approximately 0.7 T� from
a conical permanent magnet, which reflects and directs al-
most all emitted electrons into a 2.2 m long flight tube,
where they follow the field lines of a weak �10−3 T� sole-
noid. At the end of the flight tube they impinge on a micro-
channel plate detector containing three plates in Z-stack con-
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figuration. The electron signals are recorded, after
amplification and discrimination, at a multichannel multihit
time-to-digital converter in a local computer. The converter
also registers timing signals from the storage ring. In this
mode of operation the energy resolution for single electrons
can be approximated as one part in 50 of the electron energy.

In the configuration used to detect ions as well as
electrons,4,11 the conical magnet is replaced by an assembly
of ring magnets and grids, which allows ions to be extracted
in the opposite direction to electrons, into a simple TOF mass
spectrometer, which is also equipped with a microchannel
plate detector. The grids can be polarized either to extract
ions with good mass resolution using the electrons only to
provide timing information or to detect both ions and elec-
trons simultaneously but with less good resolution for both
particles. For electrons the resolution under these conditions
is approximately one part in 20 of the electron energy.

B. Experimental data analysis

Because the period between ionizing light pulses from
the storage ring of 800.5 ns is often shorter than the flight
time of slow electrons in our apparatus, typically 5000 ns for
zero initial energy, the flight times of detected electrons are
ambiguous. The true flight times may exceed the measured
ones by an integer number of periods, including zero. This
ambiguity can be completely resolved in the Auger effects by
choosing a photon energy so high that the photoelectron al-
ways arrives either before any Auger electron or within a
single pulse period. Unfortunately this strategy leads to poor
resolution for the photoelectron itself and so entails loss of
selectivity and, since all three electron energies are added
together, poor resolution in the final spectrum. In this work
we have generally used photon energies within 10 eV of the
inner shell edges, where the photoelectron resolution is good
�e.g., Fig. 1, above�. Under these conditions the desired Au-
ger processes are identified and calibrated by selecting events
with one electron at an energy in the peak of the photoelec-
tron signal, as correctly timed for its known energy. This

choice alone selects all Auger events where one Auger elec-
tron flight time is within a single period, that is, where the
fastest Auger electron’s energy is more than 21 eV. In addi-
tion, and before this selection, if any electron of a triple has
an apparent energy too high to be possible by energy conser-
vation even as a direct ionization, one ring period is added to
the timing of all three electrons. The combined strategy then
correctly calibrates the vast majority of double Auger events
and is absolutely sufficient for the spectra of interest at rela-
tively low triple ionization energy. This is because any re-
sidual incorrectly timed events have total Auger electron en-
ergies of less than 10 eV and so can contribute only to
remote parts of the spectra at binding energies just below the
initiating edge.

In addition to true triple ionizations, the data contain a
small number of false coincident electron triples whose
members do not all originate in the same ionizing light pulse.
The majority of these interlopers comes from double ioniza-
tions plus one extra electron from a later light pulse. Their
number is kept very small by using a low �approximately
3000 s−1� total electron count rate, and they have no signifi-
cant effect on the spectra. Their relative contribution can be
judged approximately from the areas of sharp low energy
peaks in the photoelectron spectrum �Fig. 1�.

III. THEORETICAL METHODS

We performed our electronic calculations using the MOL-

PRO program suite12 in the C2� and Cs point groups. The O,
C, and S atoms are described using either the aug cc-pVQZ
or the aug cc-pV5Z basis sets.13,14 For electronic excited
states pattern and evolutions, we used the complete active
space self-consistent field �CASSCF� �Ref. 15� method, fol-
lowed by the internally contracted multireference configura-
tion interaction �MRCI�16,17 approach. In these calculations,
electronic states having the same spin multiplicity are aver-
aged together using the MOLPRO averaging procedure. All
valence molecular orbitals are optimized and all electrons are
correlated. For MRCI, all the configurations having a weight
greater than 0.01 in the CI expansion of the CASSCF wave
functions are taken into account as a reference. This weight
is the size of the reference space CI coefficient. The calcula-
tions were done in C2� symmetry with wave functions cor-
responding to more than 4.9�108 and 7.4�108 uncon-
tracted configurations for the doublets and the quartets,
respectively. For the geometry optimizations, we used
CASSCF method and RCCSDT method �see e.g., Ref. 18�;
the latter implies a restricted coupled-cluster with single and
double and perturbative triple excitations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Ion mass and coincidence spectra of OCS at
different photon energies

At all photon energies below the onset of inner shell
excitation, the mass spectrum of OCS is dominated by single
ionization. At 160 eV, for example, single ionization makes
up about 85% of the total with 15% double ionization and a
negligible fraction of triple ionization. At 180 eV photon
energy, just above the S 2p edges, by contrast, double ion-

FIG. 1. Photoelectron spectra �a� of the S 2p hole states at 175 eV photon
energy and �b� of the C 1s hole at 305 eV. Peak distortion due to PCI is
apparent. The small peaks at the bottom right in �a� are spurious except for
the slightly broader one at 174.5 eV as explained in the text.

014311-2 Eland et al. J. Chem. Phys. 132, 014311 �2010�
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ization makes up 43% and triple ionization about 2%. The
triply charged parent ion is clearly visible in the mass spec-
trum but represents only a few percent of overall triple ion-
ization. Major dissociative triple ionizations produce O+

+CS2+ and S2++CO+, but a full analysis of all the dissocia-
tive triple ionization pathways is not possible because of the
indistinguishability of S2+ and O+ ions at our mass spectral
resolution. At even higher photon energies, above the C 1s
and O 1s edges, triple ionizations including the OCS3+ ion
are even more abundant relative to the lower degrees of ion-
ization ��6% OCS3+ at 310 and 550 eV�. It seems clear that
the Auger effects produce multiple photoionization more ef-
fectively in this molecule than do the photoionization pro-
cesses not involving inner shells.

B. Photoelectron spectra

Photoelectron spectra of the S 2p and C 1s hole states
measured at 175 and 305 eV as spectra of the second elec-
trons in pairs are shown in Fig. 1. Like the C 1s band, the S
2s band �not shown� has no detectable fine structure and is of
very low intensity at all photon energies. The S 2p ionization
spectrum is split into J=3 /2 and J=1 /2 by the spin-orbit
interaction �1.29 eV�; then the 2P3/2 term is split further by
0.14 eV into �=3 /2 ��� and �=1 /2 ��� components by the
molecular �ligand� field. Each of the three resulting states
shows vibrational structure. The vibration interval of 0.26 eV
�2100 cm−1� clearly identifies this as the mode �1, which is
mainly a C–O stretch. Excitation of the lower frequency
modes �0.11 and 0.064 eV in the neutral molecule� may be
concealed by the lifetime broadening and postcollision inter-
action �PCI� distortion of the lines. The widths �full width at
half maximum� of the best resolved lines are about 0.13 eV,
which would correspond to a natural lifetime of 85 fs. The
line positions measured here �S 2p, �=3 /2 �v=0� at 170.6
eV, �=1 /2 �v=0� at 171.9 eV, S 2s at 235 eV, and C 1s at
295.5 eV� are in agreement with previous measurements.19

In addition to the main peaks, some small sharp features
can be seen at high ionization energy �low electron energy�

in the spectrum of S 2p. Most of these are spurious, arising
from later light pulses. Only the slightly broader peak at an
apparent binding energy of 174.5 eV is real. It comes from
autoionization of superexcited atomic oxygen created in dis-
sociative ionization processes and is discussed further below.

C. Spectroscopy of the OCS3+ ion

We have obtained spectra of this triply charged ion by
detecting, in coincidence, all three electrons from the
photon-induced double Auger effect via holes in the S 2p, S
2s, and C 1s shells at various photon energies. The energy of
the O 1s edge is so high that no useful resolution could be
obtained by our present experimental method. As in the re-
lated cases20 of CO2 and CS2, the form of the spectra de-
pends strongly on the identity of the initial hole state and on
selection within the distribution of excess energy between
the two outgoing Auger electrons.

Figure 2 shows spectra of OCS3+ originating from the
production of holes at the S 2p, S 2s, and C 1s edges, all
three involving the constraint that only Auger electrons with
more than 10 eV energy are accepted. The reason for this
choice will be explained below. The estimated instrumental
energy resolution of each spectrum is also indicated, as this
greatly affects their appearance. The spectra from S 2p and S
2s are quite similar in showing the same �partially� resolved
bands, though with somewhat different relative intensities.
The C 1s spectrum is different, with its peak intensity dis-
placed toward higher ionization energy and almost no inten-
sity in the first band. From these spectra we infer that the
initial hole location is an important factor determining the
form of the spectra, as Auger electrons are ejected preferen-
tially from orbitals located on the atom bearing the initial
hole. The orbital character �s type, p type, etc.� of the hole
may also have an effect, but this is less clear as the total
energy available to the two Auger electrons may also play a
part. The lowest triple ionization energy of OCS is found to
be 60�0.25 eV.

As in atomic and molecular double photoionization,21,22

FIG. 2. Triple ionization spectra of OCS by double Auger �a� via the S 2p
edge with 175 eV photons, �b� via the S 2s edge with 305 eV photons, and
�c� via the C 1s edge also with 305 eV photons.

FIG. 3. Triple ionization spectra of OCS by double Auger via S 2p �a�
taking Auger electrons of �10 eV only �b� taking Auger pairs only with one
below 10 eV, and �c� taking all Auger pairs with no discrimination.

014311-3 Triple ionization spectra of OCS J. Chem. Phys. 132, 014311 �2010�
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the two Auger electrons emitted in double Auger share the
available energy in a distribution peaking at the extremes �a
peak near zero, the complement near maximum energy� and
a broad valley between. No sharp intermediate peaks, which
would be characteristic of cascade Auger processes, are seen
in the distributions for formation of the lowest state of
OCS3+ by double Auger, but broad peaks could not be de-
tected easily and may contribute at low electron energy. The
best resolved triple ionization spectra are obtained by requir-
ing that both Auger electrons have a minimum energy of 5
eV or more, so excluding the extreme asymmetric energy
sharing. Spectra illustrating this are shown together in Fig. 3.
For the bottom spectrum �a�, events where the lowest Auger
electron energy was above 10 eV were selected. For spec-
trum �b� the slowest Auger electrons had less than 10 eV,
while the uppermost spectrum �c� involves no selection and
is equal to the sum of �a� and �b�. The significantly better
sharpness of spectrum �a� is apparent, but the reason for it is
not. One definite contribution is the electron energy reso-
lution, which is at its worst in asymmetric sharing as one
electron has the maximum possible energy. In this case the
instrumental width must be at least �170–60�/50=2.2 eV but
may be worse because for very high energy electrons the
width goes as E3/2, not directly as E. The width of the first
band in spectrum �b� is about 2.5 eV. In more symmetric
sharing, if the valley part of the Auger electron distribution is
flat, the average energy of the faster electron would give an
estimated instrumental width of the order of 1.1 eV, rather
close to the observed width of the first peak in spectrum �a�
of 1.3 eV. Thus the differing sharpness of bands in spectra �a�
and �b� can probably be accounted for entirely on the basis of
instrumental resolution. However, even visual inspection
shows that convolution of spectrum �a� with a broadening
function will never match spectrum �b� in intensity distribu-
tion. There is therefore an additional principle at work,
which may be a contribution of cascade processes to the low
energy electron peak.

In the spectra exhibited so far, all the hole states pro-
duced by S 2p photoelectron ejection have been included in
deriving the double Auger spectra. However, within the mul-
tidimensional coincidence data, it is easy to select spectra
arising from any individual part of the photoelectron distri-
butions in Fig. 1, excluding the rest. For instance, we can
choose the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 levels individually, individual
ligand field components, individual vibrations, or different
parts of the PCI-broadened distributions. All of these selec-
tions produce some contrasts in the triple ionization spectra,
but most are very minor. By far the most significant contrast
is between the molecular ligand field-split components �
=3 /2 ��� and �=1 /2 ��� of the 2P3/2 complex, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. The difference in relative band intensities �spectra
�a� and �b� of Fig. 4� is not entirely unexpected, as discussed
in a later section. Figure 4 also contains a third spectrum, �c�,
which has been derived by taking both a photoelectron and
one electron in the energy range 0.3–0.5 eV, corresponding
to one of the small peaks in Fig. 1�a�. Spectrum �c� shows
states of OCS3+, which dissociate initially to doubly charged
products including a metastable O� atom, which later au-
toionizes producing a 0.4 eV electron. The same atomic oxy-
gen autoionization has been observed extensively before in
single and double ionizations of small oxygen-containing
molecules.22,23 This dissociation evidently happens predomi-
nantly from higher states of the triply charged ion and hardly,
if at all, from the lowest state.

FIG. 4. Triple ionization spectra of OCS by double Auger from selected
parts of the S 2p photoelectron spectrum �Fig. 1�a��. �a� from the �=3 /2
��� ��=0� component of the 2P3/2 initial hole; �b� from the �=1 /2 ���
��=0� peak; �c� from all the main hole states but also including one electron
of 0.3–0.5 eV from autoionization of atomic oxygen.
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FIG. 5. MRCI/CASSCF collinear potential energy curves of the doublet and
quartet electronic states of OCS3+ along the RCS coordinate. The RCO dis-
tance is set to 2.175 bohr. These curves are given in energy with respect to
the OCS X 1�+ minimum energy.
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To examine which states dissociate and which do not, we
could also gather fourfold coincidences between three elec-
trons and an OCS3+ ion under the low resolution conditions
mentioned in the Experimental section. Because of the low
collection efficiency for ions �approximately 10%; cf. 60%
for electrons� and also the limited available runtime, the
number of counts accumulated in this mode was very small.
As a result the spectrum obtained has very poor statistics; the
best that can be said is that it is consistent with the idea that
only the ground state of OCS3+ is stable, as is indicated by
the theoretical calculations.

V. THEORETICAL RESULTS

The electronic orbital structure of OCS can be written as

S1s2O1s2C1s2S2s2S2p66�27�28�29�22	43	4.

Vertical ionization energies from the outermost orbitals
are well known from the photoelectron spectrum of the
molecule24 and can be crudely interpreted as orbital energies.
From this orbital configuration as confirmed by earlier cal-
culations, it is expected that the ground state of OCS3+ is the
2� state from removal of three electrons from the outermost
�3	� orbital. This is confirmed by full calculations at the
RCCSD�T�/aug cc-pVXZ, CASSCF/aug cc-pVXZ �X
=Q,5� levels of theory. These calculations show that all vi-
brational wavenumbers are positive.

At the highest �RCCSD�T�/aug cc-pV5Z� level of theory,

the triple ionization energy is calculated to be 59.59 eV, in
excellent agreement with observation. The optimized struc-
ture of the ion has bond lengths RC–O=1.14 Å and RC–S

=1.84 Å, which differ somewhat from the experimental neu-
tral ground state distances of 1.160 and 1.560 Å. The C–O
bond length is almost unchanged, while the C–S bond
lengthens, which is consistent with removal of all three elec-
trons from the outermost 	 orbital, located almost entirely on
the S atom.

We have also calculated the energies of all states up to
15 eV above the threshold at the CASSCF and MRCI levels
using the bond lengths characteristic of the neutral mol-
ecules. For the lower-lying state up to 4.5 eV above thresh-
old, we have calculated the state energies and potential en-
ergy curves at the CASSCF/aug cc-pVQZ level. These data
are given in Table I.

The barrier to dissociation by lengthening the C–S bond
on the ground state surface is about 0.3 eV, which suggests
that only the lowest vibration level of the ion is likely to
survive even for the few microseconds needed for mass spec-
trometric detection. Potential energy curves for all the states
up to about 5 eV above the ground state have been calculated
and are shown in Figs. 5–7. Since the equilibrium geometry
of the inner shell hole molecular state is not trivial to predict,
we computed two sets of potentials where the RCO distance is
set to 2.175 bohr ��Re,CO OCS X� and the RCS coordinate is
kept fixed to either 2.98 bohr ��Re,CO OCS X� or 3.58 bohr
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FIG. 6. MRCI/CASSCF collinear potential energy curves of the doublet and quartet electronic states of OCS3+ along the RCO coordinate. In the left panel the
RCS distance is set to 2.95 bohr. In the right panel the RCS coordinate is kept fixed to 3.58 bohr. See text for more details. These curves are given in energy
with respect to the OCS X 1�+ minimum energy.
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TABLE I. Dominant electron configuration and vertical excitation energies of the doublet and quartet electronic states of OCS+++ lying in the 0–15 eV internal
energy domain. These data are quoted at equilibrium geometry of the neutral OCS X.

Types of states State Energy �eV�a MRCI Energy b Dominant electron configuration

2�+ states 1 2�+ 5.18 5.14 8�29�12	43	2

2 2�+ 6.46 6.43 8�19�22	43	2

3 2�+ 9.11 8.80 8�19�22	43	2

4 2�+ 10.06 8�29�210�12	43	0

5 2�+ 10.13 8�29�12	33	3

6 2�+ 11.62 8�29�12	33	3

7 2�+ 11.82 8�29�12	43	14	1

8 2�+ 12.89 8�29�12	43	2

2�− states 1 2�− 4.13 4.11 8�29�12	43	2 and 8�19�22	43	2

2 2�− 5.44 5.57 8�19�22	43	2

3 2�− 7.28 7.34 8�19�22	43	2 and 8�29�12	33	3

4 2�− 9.06 8�29�12	33	3

5 2�− 9.75 8�19�22	43	2

6 2�− 10.95 8�29�12	33	3 and 8�29�12	43	14	1

7 2�− 11.79 8�29�12	23	4

8 2�− 12.59 8�29�12	33	3 and 8�29�12	43	2

9 2�− 12.73 8�29�12	23	4

2� states X 2� 0.00 0.00c 8�29�22	43	1

2 2� 3.05 2.96 8�29�22	33	2

3 2� 4.64 4.47 8�29�22	33	2

4 2� 5.19 5.05 8�29�22	33	2

5 2� 8.57 8.56 8�29�22	23	3

6 2� 8.71 8�29�02	43	3

7 2� 9.28 8�29�22	33	14	1

8 2� 9.46 8�29�22	33	14	1

9 2� 10.56 8�29�22	23	3

10 2� 10.95 8�19�12	43	3

11 2� 11.09 8�29�22	33	14	1

12 2� 11.63 8�29�22	23	3

13 2� 12.43 8�29�22	33	14	1

2
 states 1 2
 4.57 4.37 8�29�12	43	2

2 2
 5.86 5.69 8�19�22	43	2

3 2
 8.64 8.41 8�29�12	33	3

4 2
 9.50 8�29�12	33	3

5 2
 11.02 8�29�12	43	2

6 2
 11.70 8�29�12	33	3 and 8�29�12	43	14	1

7 2
 12.51 8�19�22	43	2

2� states 1 2� 4.07 3.73 8�29�22	33	2

2 2� 9.77 8�29�22	23	3

3 2� 11.00 8�29�22	33	14	1

4�+ states 1 4�+ 7.54 7.36 8�29�12	33	3

2 4�+ 9.80 9.61 8�19�22	33	3

3 4�+ 10.60 10.18 8�29�12	43	14	1

4 4�+ 11.38 8�29�210�12	33	1

5 4�+ 12.13 8�29�210�12	33	1

6 4�+ 13.10 8�29�12	33	24	1

7 4�+ 13.27 8�29�12	33	24	1

4�− states 1 4�− 2.57 2.84 8�29�12	43	2

2 4�− 4.34 4.33 8�19�22	43	2

3 4�− 7.14 7.15 8�29�12	33	3

4 4�− 9.87 9.73 8�19�22	33	3 and 8�19�22	43	14	1

6 4�− 11.33 8�29�12	23	4 and 8�29�12	33	24	1

7 4�− 11.96 8�29�12	23	4 and 8�29�12	33	24	1
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��Re,CO OCS3+ X�. Figure 7 displays the one-dimensional
evolution of the doublets and quartets along the bending co-
ordinate.

Close examination of these figures shows the following.
�1� All states except the ground state are unbound in the C–S
bond stretching direction. �2� A high density of electronic
states is found along both the CO and CS coordinates. This
high density allows the mixing of their wave functions by
spin-orbit couplings �between the doublets and the quartets�
at their respective crossings and vibronic interactions �be-
tween the electronic states having the same spin multiplicity�
at their either crossings �between electronic states of differ-
ent space symmetries� or avoided crossings �between elec-
tronic states of similar space symmetries�. �3� The OCS3+

electronic states are mostly linear, except some quartets that
may be stable at bent structures. �4� The shape of the poten-
tials along the CO distance changes in response to changes in
the CS distance. Especially, the ordering of some electronic
states is modified by lengthening the CS distance from its
equilibrium value in OCS X to its value in OCS3+ X. Hence,
a very complex dynamics is expected for the unimolecular
dissociation of the OCS3+ trications formed upon triple ion-
ization of the neutral molecule. These fragmentation pro-
cesses should evolve along the potentials of all electronic
states depicted in these figures and involving their mutual
couplings at both linear and bent structures.

To help interpret the experimental spectra, the energies
of all states up to about 15 eV above the ground state have
been calculated at lower levels of theory, CASSCF and in
some cases MRCI, at the equilibrium geometry of the neutral
OCS molecule. There are about 80 states found in this energy
range, including doublets and quartets with orbital symme-
tries �+, �−, �, 
, and �. As only four clear bands are seen
in the spectra in the range of up to 15 eV above the ground
state, it is evident that all these 80 states are not equally
likely to be populated and that a powerful selective process
is at work in the double Auger effect. Because the double
Auger spectra from inner shell holes on different atoms both
in this �Fig. 2� and related cases20 differ considerably, elec-
tron location must be one significant factor.

As a working hypothesis, we propose that in the Auger
effect, electrons are ejected principally from molecular orbit-
als �MOs� with their major density on the atom bearing the
original charge. Simple MO calculations give the orbital
characters, and the Mulliken atomic orbital populations have
also been calculated before.19 The outermost orbital, 3	, is
located almost exclusively on the S atom, the inner 2	 or-
bital is almost entirely on O and C, the 9� orbital is again on
S, 8� is on the O atom, and 7� is on C and S. To use this
information in practice, we select from the 80 states calcu-
lated to lie below 15 eV excitation energy, as follows.

TABLE I. �Continued.�

Types of states State Energy �eV�a MRCI Energy b Dominant electron configuration

8 4�− 12.53 8�29�12	23	4 and 8�29�12	33	24	1

9 4�− 12.75 8�29�210�12	33	1

10 4�− 13.16 8�19�22	43	14	1

4� states 1 4� 2.54 2.41 8�29�22	33	2

2 4� 7.61 7.50 8�29�22	33	14	1 and 8�29�22	23	3

3 4� 8.08 7.85 8�29�22	33	14	1

4 4� 8.82 8.68 8�19�12	43	3

5 4� 10.13 9.62 8�29�22	33	14	1

6 4� 11.59 8�29�22	33	14	1 and 8�29�22	23	3

7 4� 11.96 8�29�210�12	43	1 and 8�29�22	23	24	1

8 4� 12.16 8�29�210�12	43	1 and 8�29�22	23	24	1

9 4� 13.60 8�19�12	33	4 and 8�29�02	43	24	1

10 4� 13.69 8�19�12	33	4

11 4� 13.83 8�29�22	23	24	1

12 4� 13.96 8�29�22	23	24	1

13 4� 14.11 8�19�210�12	43	1 and 8�29�110�12	43	1

14 4� 14.76 8�19�12	43	24	1

4
 states 1 4
 7.28 7.32 8�29�12	33	3

2 4
 9.62 9.46 8�19�22	33	3

3 4
 10.58 8�29�12	43	24	1 and 8�19�22	43	14	1

4 4
 11.69 8�19�22	43	14	1 and 8�29�12	33	24	1

5 4
 12.19 8�29�12	33	24	1

6 4
 12.58 8�29�210�12	33	1

7 4
 13.64 8�29�12	33	24	1

4� states 1 4� 9.46 8.88 8�29�22	33	14	1

2 4� 12.98 8�29�22	23	24	1

aTotal CASSCF energy at equilibrium geometry of OCS X 1�+=−508.426 720 96 Eh.
bMRCI results. See text for more details. Total MRCI energy at equilibrium geometry of OCS X 1�+=−508.734 989 93 Eh.
cUsed as reference.
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First, the complete list of 78 states is reduced to about
half this number �43� by the selection of states with leading
configurations derived only by electron ejection from the
normally occupied orbitals. The exclusion of states requiring
electron promotion for their formation seems reasonable, as
transitions involving four electrons must be less probable
than those involving only three. Second, the states are parti-
tioned into those involving ejection of electrons from mainly
S-based orbitals and from C-based ones. For sulfur this is
straightforward, as the 3	, 9�, and 7� orbitals are domi-
nantly S-based and 11 states, including the ground state, are
formed by electron ejection from them. For carbon it is not
so simple as there is only one calculated state in this energy
range with a leading configuration not involving ejection of a
3	 electron. As a compromise the 17 states involving the 2	,
9�, and 7� orbitals with not more than one electron removed
from 3	 are selected. Finally, the question of doublet and
quartet states arises. Because in single Auger from initially
closed-shell species, doubly charged singlet states are formed
more readily than triplet states,25,26 it seemed possible that a
similar propensity may exist in double Auger. On account of
this we have taken either pure doublets or both doublets and
quartets on an equal footing in preparing the comparisons in

Fig. 8. Simulations were prepared by folding the selected
state energies with Gaussian broadening functions of the ex-
pected instrumental width.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The comparisons in Fig. 8 are striking. For the S 2p-
related spectrum there is excellent agreement between the
experimental spectrum and the theoretical one without quar-
tet states, both in band positions and in relative intensities.
When the quartets are included with the same weight as the
doublets the match is very much worse. The conclusion that
doublets are preferred over quartets in the double Auger ef-
fect, at least in this molecule, is inescapable. In the case of C
1s-induced triple ionization the theoretical simulation and the
experimental spectrum match less well but not outrageously
badly in view of the cut-off in calculated energies at 15 eV.
Evidently much of the triple ionization via C 1s populates
higher energy states.

From the cumulative results and taking the spectrum fit-
ting at face value, we can identify the states excited in the
four main bands of the S 2p-based spectrum of OCS3+. The
band at 60 eV represents the pure ground state 2� state from
removal of three electrons from the outermost �3	� orbital.
The second band around 65 eV comes from three 2� states
where two electrons are missing from 3	 and one is missing
from 9�. The third band, around 69 eV, is mainly a 2� state
where two electrons are gone from 9� and only one from
3	. The fourth band, near 72 eV, originates from 2� states
from removal of one 9� and two 3	 electrons. This analysis
is confirmed by the selective effects of selecting molecular-
field-split components of the originating S 2p hole state.
From analysis of the single Auger spectrum27 of HCl and
similar but even stronger effects in that of HBr,28 it is known
that in the single Auger effect, �-electrons are ejected much
more strongly from �-like ��=1 /2� initial holes than from
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FIG. 7. CASSCF potential energy curves of the doublet and quartet elec-
tronic states of OCS3+ as a function of the bending angle �� in degrees�. The
RCO and the RCS distances are set to 2.175 and 3.58 bohrs, respectively.
These curves are given in energy with respect to the OCS X 1�+ minimum
energy.

FIG. 8. Triple ionization spectra of OCS �error bars� compared with theo-
retical simulations as solid lines. �a� Spectrum from the S 2p hole with
minimum 10 eV Auger electron energy compared with simulated spectrum
of selected doublet states only; �b� the same experimental spectrum com-
pared with simulated spectrum of doublets and quartets; �c� spectrum from
the C 1s hole compared with a simulated spectrum of selected doublet states.
See text for more details.
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�-like ��=3 /2� holes. This is exactly the pattern of behav-
ior seen in Fig. 4 in the present double Auger effect where
the ground state �pure 	−3� is relatively much stronger than
the �=3 /2 ��� initial hole, while the higher �-derived states
are stronger than �=1 /2 ���. This is certainly the first time
that the spectrum of any triply ionized molecule has been
observed and analyzed in such detail.

In addition to the spectroscopy, we can draw tentative
conclusions about the general propensities of triple ioniza-
tion by the double Auger effect. First, localization effects are
a major and possibly the dominant factor in determining the
choice of triply ionized states to be populated. A similar con-
clusion relative to single Auger was drawn from the normal
Auger spectrum of this same molecule long ago.19 Second,
as mentioned above, doublets are probably preferred over
quartets in the double Auger effect from initially closed
shells. Third, the notably improved spectral sharpness ob-
tained in the double Auger spectra by eliminating extreme
asymmetric energy sharing between the Auger electrons is
mainly an effect of the instrumental resolution, though addi-
tional effects including cascade Auger pathways are probably
also in play, particularly for band intensities. Finally, for lin-
ear molecules �-like ��=1 /2� initial holes eject � electrons
preferentially in the double Auger effect, just as they do in
the single Auger effect.
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